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Abstract

Artificial Intelligence (AI) algorithms are increasingly used onboard to enhance Earth Observation
applications. AI can help reduce the amount of downlink data sent to Earth (e.g., not relevant or low
quality data), and therefore making EO data available on the ground much faster. This contribution pro-
poses the use of on-board Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), trained with synthetic Earth images,
in order to provide real-time, enhanced in-orbit determination of a Sun-synchronous orbiting spacecraft
as well as to tag the captured images with geo-localisation information.

The Sun-Synchronous orbit, very common in imaging and weather satellites, allows to keep the same
surface illumination angle on the planet underneath the spacecraft every time it crosses the same region,
conforming the perfect base scenario for the testing of CNNs capable of solving the pose estimation prob-
lem. Although there are extensive data sets of Earth imaging, including a wide range of illumination
conditions, weather conditions, or seasonal changes, a method for systematically generating image data
sets is proposed, that combines the required features for dawn-dusk orbit pose estimation use case. Equa-
torial passes for a dawn-dusk orbit imply that the local mean solar time is around sunrise or sunset at
zero latitudes. This condition makes shadows much more relevant in the images captured by the satellite,
leading to the need of combining Earth albedo (e.g. Blue Marble, Sentinel) and terrain elevation (e.g.
SRTM) data sets for the proper generation of synthetic images accounting for surface illumination inci-
dence.

The impact of variable attitude of the spacecraft resulting from varying camera roll (around boresight)
angle and off-nadir angles will be evaluated. In addition, different image effects such as clouds coverage
percentage, terrain seasonal variations, and other illumination effects are introduced in the training and
testing of the proposed pose estimation CNNs. The proposed solution consists of a set of regression CNNs
each one in charge of estimating a different part of the pose solution. The proposed network has been
tested against images from real Earth Observation missions. Furthermore, optimization techniques and
efficiency-oriented state-of-the-art CNN architectures were explored in order to keep the neural network
total size and computational cost as low as possible, enabling its use in low-resources missions.
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